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The following tutorial will demonstrate how to install a new version of RCFV, 
particularly when RCFV data files from a previous installation already exist.

If this is the first time you are installing RCFV (or if you have manually wiped 
the RCFV data files) the installation program will create default data files for 
the RCFV history and lookup data. The latter contains some universally useful 
templates, e.g., Google, Google News, Bing, Rotten Tomatoes, as well as some 
Spanish language translation entries which may be modified for different 
languages or deleted as per your needs.  The history file comes with over 300 
predefined urls, most of which have one or more related entries in the Filters 
folder.

During a reinstallation RCFV will NOT overwrite any changes you have made to 
either the history data contained in RCFV.Urls.txt or to the default lookup data, 
LookupText.txt both of which are locate in the Data folder. It will instead create 
parallel files with our latest values with the names, RCFV.Urls.txt and 
LookupText.txt.  You can decide whether or how to update your own history 
and lookup data.
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Note that if the reinstallation tries to overwrite an 
existing .fvf (saved filter) file with a newer 
modification date you will be prompted whether to 
overwrite it or retain the existing value.



The RCFV installation will always create new 
files for the url history, RCFV.Urls.install.txt, 
and for the lookup, LookupText.install.txt. If 
they already exist from a previous install, 
they will be overwritten with the latest 
data.  You can safely ignore these files, but 
you might want to include some of the new 
or updated data provided.  For the lookup 
text you must manually compare 
LookupText.install.txt with the existing 
LookupText.txt and make any changes to 
the latter.



Updating RCFV.Urls.txt is a little more 
complicated.  We need to merge the new 
data from RCFV.Urls.install.txt with our 
existing history file. We will use the Import 
function for that.



The import function allows us to extract 
certain items from a different history file 
and add or overwrite existing items with 
that data.  



We will select the history file created by the 
installation, viz., RCFV.Urls.install.txt.



We will choose the Merge option to 
selectively add certain items from the 
installation file.

Overwrite is used to completely replace the 
current history file.



New urls plus their parameters from the “install” file will be added automatically.  However, if the url already exists in the history file we must 
tell RCFV which url to use. If you have not made many changes to the Web Options parameters for the predefined urls which are stored in 
the history file such as the type of hyperlink, the maximum number of pages to read, image link inclusion, list spacing, etc. you probably will 
want to use the newest of the two which will reflect any changes we have made to the web page parameters.  On the other hand, if you want 
to ensure that any url parameter changes you have made will be retained, then chose option 4.

Note that for importation the Protected attribute is ignored.  It is designed to protect against automatic deletion, not updating.



After the importation of all the new and 
newer urls, the history file has been 
updated to contain the latest url data.



In this brief tutorial we have shown how to deal with out of sync data when 
reinstalling RCFV after you have made modifications to the predefined urls or 
saved filter settings that are provided during the installation.

For the saved filter files, you have a more granular level of control over which 
filter files get overwritten and which do not.  You will be queried during 
installation to accept or not each updated filter file that we provide.

The history data is an all or none affair and your selection depends on whether 
you have made any changes to the predefined urls in the history file.  If you 
have changed many of the predefined parameters, then you are better off just 
keeping your changes.
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